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1 FUNCTIONALS IN MATHEMATICAL LOGIC
Functionals are higher order functions that take functions (as well as functionals) as arguments. e prominent
examples of functionals in Mathematics are: limit of a sequence of numbers, derivative and integration. Com-
position of two function may be abstracted to a functional. Application of a function to its argument may be
considered as a functional if abstracted from the function and the argument. Primitive recursion schema, where
function is a parameter, may be viewed as a functional if the parameter is considered as argument. Fix-point
operator is a functional. Generally, functionals are higher order abstractions that are not easy to comprehend.
Since they are crucial in computing theory, their grounding is important and may be seen as the key to understand
the foundations of Mathematics as well as Information Technology and especially functional programming.
Despite a long research, the notion of functional is still a challenge. What does it mean to operate on higher
order notions in a meaningful and eective way? Actually, since functionals are abstract notions, it is the question
about the computational grounding of the functionals.
e rst research related to computable functionals is due to Stefan Banach and Stanislaw Mazur (1937) [4]
[35]. e rst denition of the functional related to primitive recursion schema of second order was introduced
by Rosa Pe´ter (1951) [41] [42].
A signicant contribution was done by Andrzej Grzegorczyk (1955) [19] [20] [21], and by Daniel Lacombe [29].
e paper by Grzegorczyk (1964) [22] is of particular importance. It was the rst aempt to grasp the meaning of
recursive (constructible) objects in all nite types.
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e rst general approach to eective computability on objects on higher types was done by Stephen Cole
Kleene (1959) [26] and [27]. Functionals were interpreted (coded) as natural numbers on which operations can be
made. In this way the internal structure (construction) of functionals was lost. Ambiguity in treating natural
numbers as functions (functionals) and natural numbers at the same time resulted in partial functionals, that
is, not dened for some arguments. From computational point of view, partiality is the same as meaningless
computation.
e next approaches done by Kleene (1959) [25] (countable functionals) and Georg Kreisel (1959) [28] (con-
tinuous functional) were based on the intuition that any nite initial part of the output (value) of a functionals
must be determined by a nite part of the corresponding argument (input). e functionals were supposed to be
general (total), i.e. dened on the whole domain. e limit of these increased nite parts denes the functional in
question. e very similar idea was employed by Dana Sco [48] to dene his famous Domain, and independently
also by Yuri Ershov [13] [14].
Partial functionals are more easy to formalize than total functionals in the very similar way as partial recursive
functions versus general recursive functions.
In Sco-Ershov Domain, eective functionals are dened as elements of the Domain that are of the form
x =
⊔∞
n=1 en , where {e1, e2, ..., en , ...} is a recursively enumerable subset of eective base (say E) of the Domain.
e set E is also a recursively enumerable subset of the Domain. Since this denition involves the partial recursive
functions, also the resulting functionals are partial, i.e. they may be not total. A partial recursive functions
determining the set {e1, e2, ..., en , ...} does not reect the structure of the functional it denes as well as the
operation of the functional. Hence, it is rather an abstract denition.
Based on Richard Platek PhD thesis (1966) [43]), Sco (1969) proposed (in his famous manuscript published
in 1993 as [49]) Logic of Computable Functions (LCF) that is a formal theory (interpreted in the Domain) for
description and reasoning on computable functionals. e theory is also called PCF (for partial computable
functionals), and also known under the name Programming Computable Functions, see Robin Milner (1977)
[36], see also Longley [30]. Besides the x-point operator and lambda operator, it contains operator “if” roughly
corresponding to if-then-else constructor in programming. It turned out that this theory is not sucient to dene
(as terms) all eective functionals dened in the Domain. Two additional operators are needed, that is, “por”
(parallel or), and “exists” introduced independently by V.Yu. Sazonov 1976 [46] and Gordon D. Plotkin 1977 [44].
e second operator corresponds to minimization µ-operator from the denition of partial recursive functions.
e extension is called PCF++.
Note that the notion of functionals, as terms in PCF++ and their abstract mathematical interpretation as eective
functionals in the Domain, concerns the partial functionals. However, partiality is the same as meaningless
computation. From the (practical) computational point of view only total (general) functionals are essential. It
seems that the proper understanding of the grounding of the notion of general functionals is still a challenge.
For the comprehensive overview of the computable functionals, see John Longley and Dag Normann 2015 [31],
and [30] on www. For a historical context of the research on functionals see Robert Soare 1999 [51].
e presented work is a continuation of the idea of Grzegorczyk [22] (who was inspired by the System T of
Kurt Go¨del [18]) concerning recursive objects of all nite types.
e approach presented in the current paper aims at the grounding of the functionals in hardware (actually
in nite parametrized structures). is corresponds to the intuitionism of Luitzen E. J. Brouwer [? ] about the
Foundation of Mathematics.
2 FUNCTIONALS AND TYPE THEORIES
Actually, PCF++ is a type theory. However, there are terms in PCF++ (interpreted in the Domain) that correspond
to non-terminating functions. It means that there are terms that have no normal form, if the term rewriting
(as computation) is considered. In the sequel we are going to review shortly subsequent type theories (with
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dependent types) that have the normalization property. Higher order terms of these theories correspond to total
functionals.
e phrase eectively constructed objects may be seen as a generalization of the notion of recursive objects and
general computable functionals. Universe of eectively constructible objects is understood here as an abstract
collection of all generic constructible objects.
In the Universe, constructability is understood literally, i.e. it is not denability, like general recursive functions
(according to Go¨del-Herbrand) that are dened by equations in Peano Arithmetic along with proofs that the
functions are total, that is, dened for all their arguments. Objects are not regarded as terms in lambda calculus,
and in combinatory logic.
Most theories formalizing the notion of eective constructability (earlier it was computability) are based on
the lambda abstraction introduces by Alonzo Church that in principle was to capture the notion of function and
computation. Having a term with a free variable, in order to denote a function (by this term) the lambda operator
is applied. Unlimited application of lambda abstraction results in contradiction (is meaningless), i.e. some terms
cannot be reduced to normal form. is very reduction is regarded as computation. Introduction of types and
restricting lambda abstraction only to typed variables results in a very simple type theory.
Inspired by System T, Jean-Yves Girard created system F [16], [17]; independently also by John C. Reynolds
[45]. Since System F uses lambda and Lambda abstraction (variables run over types as objects), the terms are not
explicit constructions. System F is very smart in its form, however, it is still a formal theory with term reduction
as computation; it has strong normalization property.
Per Martin-Lo¨f Type eory (ML TT for short) [34] was intended to be an alternative foundation of Mathematics
based on constructivism asserting that to construct a mathematical object is the same as to prove that it exists.
is is very close to the Curry-Howard correspondence propositions as types. In ML TT, there are types for
equality, and a cumulative hierarchy of universes. However, ML TT is a formal theory, and it uses lambda
abstraction. Searching for a grounding (concrete semantics) for ML TT by the Author long time ago, was the
primary inspiration for the Universe presented in this work.
Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CoIC), created by ierry Coquand and Ge´rard Huet [9] and [10], is a
lambda calculus with a rich type system like the System F. It was designed for Coq Proof Assistant [8], and can
serve as both a functional programming language and as a constructive foundation for Mathematics. Agda is a
dependently typed functional programming language based also on ML TT; it is also a proof assistant, see at
www wiki.portal.chalmers.se/agda/ . Like other functional programing languages, computation on higher order
objects (functionals) is reduced to lazy evaluation, that is, to reducing a term denoting a functional to its normal
form only if it is necessary.
ML TT, System F, and CoIC are based on lambda and Lambda abstraction, so that in their syntactic form
they correspond to the term rewriting systems. Functionals are dened there as terms. e problem is with
their interpretation (grounding). e common view is that such grounding is not needed if the term rewriting is
considered as computation.
However, this view was challenged recently by Homotopy Type eory: Univalent Foundations of Mathematics
(HoTT)(2013) [53]; a formal theory based on ML TT and CoIC. HoTT aspires to be another foundation for
Mathematics alternative to set theory (ZFC), by encoding general mathematical notions in terms of homotopy
types. According to Vladimir Voevodsky [54](one of the creators of HoTT) the univalent foundations are adequate
for human reasoning as well as for computer verication of this reasoning. Generally, any such foundations
should consist of three components. e rst component is a formal deduction system (a language and rules); for
HoTT it is CoIC. e second component is a structure that provides a meaning to the sentences of this language
in terms of mental objects intuitively comprehensible to humans; for HoTT it is interpretation of sentences of
CoIC as univalent models related to homotopy types. e third component is a way that enables humans to
encode mathematical ideas in terms of the objects directly associated with the language.
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e above phrases: mental objects and mathematical ideas are not clear. Actually, in the univalent foundations,
these mental objects (as homotopy types) are yet another formal theory. It seems that the main problem here is the
lack of a grounding (concrete semantics) of these mental objects and mathematical ideas. e concept of equality
(relation) plays extremely important role in ML TT and HoTT. However, a formal axiomatic description of the
notion of equality of two object of the same type, and then higher order equality is not sucient to comprehend
the essence of the notion of equality and in general of the notion of relation.
e origins of HoTT related to the notion of Continuum are interesting and are discussed in the companion
paper [2].
Functionals are also important for functional programming as well as for computing hardware design.
3 FUNCTIONALS AS HARDWARE
e current paradigm in functional programming states that the computations on higher order objects (functions
and functionals in general) consist in symbolic manipulations, i.e. term rewriting according to syntactic rules.
Although symbolic computations make sense (like algebraic calculations), and the computations on higher
order objects can be done (e.g. via recursion equations), the intuition behind the functionals is that they are
“objects” that can be construed as concrete structures.
e John Backus’s (1977) [3] original idea of function-level programming language was based on “programs as
mathematical objects”, where the objects (functions and functionals) are used directly in computations.
What are the higher order objects? Are they terms? Perhaps terms merely denote the objects?
e functional programing languages based on term rewiring (like Haskell and F#) are considered as non-von
Neumann programming languages. However, where is a corresponding non-von Neumann computer architecture?
Perhaps John Backus was not right. Perhaps the notion of functional is still far from being understood.
If the terms along with rewriting rules are functionals, then functional programming may be seen still as
“value-level programming”, i.e. terms are of data type String. So that, term rewriting is an additional string
processing (actually, it is byte processing) done according to the von Neumann computer architecture. Although
the symbolic computation is at higher level of abstraction, it still does not impose the essential change on the
computer architecture.
e idea of functionals as hardware is not new, see Mary Sheeran (1984) [50]. e approach proposed by
CλaSH hp://www.clash-lang.org/ to realize higher order functionals is interesting. It goes from Haskell and
its high-level descriptions (syntax) and via term rewriting (lazy evaluation as semantics) to a standard HDL
(Hardware Description Language). However, this approach is still not sucient for the paradigm shi. For
a survey of functional HDL, see Peter Gammie (2013) [15]. Hence, the existing approaches to “functionals as
hardware” explore the notion of functional based on symbolic computation paradigm, i.e. term rewriting as
computation. However, in these approaches unlimited recursion may lead to non-terminating computations. So
that, usually, these approaches are limited to higher order primitive recursion only, see Coq [8] for example.
It seems that the hardware technology is very close to shi the paradigm. A Coarse Grain Recongurable
Architecture (CGRA) Bjorn De Suer et al. (2013) [12], is a type of processor architecture that can be recongured
at runtime. e reconguration is done on the Function Unit (FU) level. at is, for an application, array of
interconnected FUs can be dynamically congured. Here, functionals may be envisioned as generic mechanisms
for the management of connections in the recongurable arrays. Hence, the concept of higher order computations
as dynamic conguration of connections between hardware functional units is worth to be explored.
Recongurable computing architectures (Russell Tessier et al. (2015) [52]), and recongurable system (James
Lyke et al. (2015) [32]) are active research subjects. However, the correspondence between functionals and
generic mechanisms for dynamic recongurations is still not recognized in the hardware design.
ere are also new trends in CGRA: data-ow graphs (Anja Niedermeier et al. (2014) [37], and Francesca
Palumbo et al. (2016) [38]), full pipelining and dynamic composition (Jason Cong et al. (2014) [7]), and overlay
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architecture (Davor Capalija et al. (2014) [6], Abhishek Jain et al. (2016) [24], and David Andrews et al. (2016)
[33]).
According to these new trends, functional units (FUs) as elementary rst order functions are built on ne
grained integrated circuits (e.g. ASICs). FUs form an overlay, if they are collected in an array, and connections
between them are recongurable. Algorithm (to be realized in hardware) is modeled as a data-ow graph where
the nodes correspond to FUs. If the array is sucient rich in FUs and possible connections, the graph can be
mapped into the array. If the graphs are acyclic, then the data ow if fully pipelined. Full pipelining is the best
choice for hardware realization. en, only appropriate buering of input and output data of FUs is needed. For
cycles, data-ow control and synchronization are necessary.
Fully pipelined data-ows (as directed acyclic graphs) correspond to simple algorithms. Sophisticated algorithms
use recursion and “while” loops that enforce cycles in the graphs. e cycles can be eliminated if the graphs
are dynamic in the sense that during execution, for a concrete value of the recursion parameter, the recursion
node (or subgraph) can be unfolded to a acyclic subgraph to form new acyclic graph. is presupposes dynamic
unfolding and edge conguration, i.e. dynamic graph transformation, during execution. Recently, see Mukherjee
et al. (2017) [? ], this idea was explored in a tool for automatic generation of directed acyclic dynamic graphs for
sequential C programs.
e transformation corresponds to the generic mechanisms for conguration of connections in large arrays of
FUs. If the number of the connections is at most dozens (for simple computations), then dedicated mechanisms
may be designed. However, if hundreds, thousands, and even more connections and FUs are needed, then the
mechanisms must be generic, and must be based on higher order abstractions, i.e. higher order types and higher
order functionals.
What are these generic mechanisms (functionals)? How can they be grounded in hardware? From abstract
mathematical point of view, the mechanisms correspond to transformations of acyclic directed graphs. It is
a bit surprising, that if the graphs are considered as “terms”, then the transformations correspond again to
the “term rewriting”. However, the crucial point here is the hardware interpretation of the graphs and of the
transformations.
A preliminary framework exploring this idea is presented in the consecutive sections. e notion of function
as well as higher order objects (functionals) is based on the elementary notions of type, object of type, type
constructors, type of function, application of functional to object of higher type, and composition of two
functionals. We show that these very elementary notions can be realized as hardware. en, primitive type
constructors, the primitive type of natural numbers, and primitive functionals are introduced. Higher order
recursion schemata are constructed as functionals, i.e. as directed acyclic dynamic graphs. Also dependent types,
and relations on natural numbers are introduced. Finally, an example of pure function-level programming is
presented. Hardware interpretation of the all introduced higher order objects and types is presented.
e proposed framework is quite powerful, and its hardware grounding is important. From the computational
point of view, it seems that the proposed framework is reacher than Coq [8] that is based on the symbolic
computation paradigm.
4 FOUNDATIONS
Let A, C and B denote primitive data types (e.g. Integers). Let us consider two rst order functions f : A→ B,
and д : B → C . If the functions are interpreted as integrated circuits, then application of function f to a of type
A, usually denoted by f (a), is clear, and means that the signal corresponding to a is at the input of f . en,
the signal is processed by f , and the result (also as a signal) is at the output of f . e composition of the two
function, i.e. f ◦ д such that (f ◦ д)(a) = д(f (a)), consists in connecting the output of f to the input of д. Note
that f ◦ д is a function of type A→ C .
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Generally, rst order function consists of sockets (corresponding to input data), body (where the data is
processed), and plugs (corresponding to output) for temporal storing the results of processing.
Function f has input (socket) of type A and output (plug) of type B. Function д has input (socket) of type B and
output (plug) of type C . Since the plug of f is of the same type as the type of socket of д, the directed connection
between the plug and the socket (puing plug into socket) means the composition of functions f and д, see Fig.1.
Fig. 1. On the le, amorphous function composition, and function composition as a functional. In the middle, types as
boards of sockets and plugs: (A→ B), and ((A;B) → C), and ((A;B) → (D;C)). On the right, two pictorial representations of
function h of type ((A;B) → C)
For the rst order functions, application and composition have the clear hardware interpretation. We are going
to show that also higher order application and composition can be grounded in hardware. In order to do so, the
higher order types must be interpreted in hardware. Type of a rst order function is a board consisting of two
parts. e rst part is for sockets, whereas the second part is for plugs, see Fig. 1. Since the sockets and the plugs
are of primitive types, the hardware interpretation of the board is simple.
Higher order types are construed as nested boards of sockets and plugs of primitive types. e nested board for
the type (A→ B) → C (see Fig. 2), consists of a socket of type A→ B, and a plug of type C . e socket A→ B
itself is a sub-board consisting of a sub-socket of type A, and a sub-plug of type B. e nested board for type
(A→ B) → (C → D), see Fig. 2, consists of one socket of type A→ B, and one plug of type C → D. e boards
for more complex types can be constructed in an analogous way.
Higher order amorphous application. For a functional F of type (A→ B) → C , its application to function
д : A→ B is realized in the simple way, see Fig. 2. e socket of the functional F is of typeA→ B. e application
consists in establishing appropriate connections (directed links) between the socket of F and the socket and plug
of the function д. e directed links correspond to the data ow. e rst link is between sub-socket of the socket
of functional F and the socket of д. e second link is between the plug of д and the sub-plug of the socket of F .
e result F (д) is of type C , and is at the plug of the functional.
Higher order amorphous composition. Let D denote the type A→ B. For a functional G of type E → D
and a functional F of type D → C , their amorphous composition G ◦ F is shown in Fig. 3. It consists in making a
connection between the plug of functionalG , and the socket of functional F . Since the type of the plug and of the
socket is of higher order type, (i.e. A→ B), this higher order connection consists of two rst order connections,
see Fig. 3. e rst connection is between the sub-socket of the socket of F and the sub-socket of the plug of
G, whereas the second connection is between the sub-plug of the plug of G and the sub-plug of the socket of F .
Note that for e of type E, G(e) is a function of type A→ B, and is at the plug of G. Denote this function by д.
Higher order amorphous application (see Fig. 2) of F to д, that is, F (д) corresponds exactly to the connections in
Fig. 3. It means that F (G(e)) is the same as F (д), and the same as (G ◦ F )(e).
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Fig. 2. On the le, higher order types: (A→ B) → (C → D), and (A→ B) → C . In the middle, amorphous higher order
application of functional F to function д : A→ B. The result F (д) is at the plug of the functional. On the right, a pictorial
representation of the application
Fig. 3. D denotes the type A→ B. Amorphous composition of functional F of type E → D and functional G of type D → C
Hence, the above hardware interpretations of the higher order amorphous application and higher order
amorphous composition make sense. Note that if the types A, B, and C are of higher order, then in the above
hardware interpretations, the rst order connections become higher order connections. So that, the interpretations
are generic.
Functional versions of higher order composition, and higher order application are presented below. Composition
as a functional, i.e. composeA,B,C of type ((A→ B); (B → C)) → (A→ C) for composition of two functions, f
of type A→ B, and д of type B → C , can be constructed by making appropriate connections in a nested board
of sockets and plugs, see Fig. 4. Application of composeA,B,C to functions f and д results in their composition,
i.e. composeA,B,C (f ;д) is the same as f ◦ д. To grasp the idea just follow the directed links in the Fig. 4 (second
picture from the right) from sub-socket of type A of the plug of type A→ C of the functional via sockets and
plugs to the sub-plug of type C of the plug of the functional.
Application as a functional, i.e. applyA→B,A is of type (A; (A→ B)) → B such that for any f of type A→ B,
and any a of type A, applyA→B,A(a; f ) is f (a). e construction of the functional is shown in Fig. 5.
Note that if the types A, B, C and D are of higher order, then the corresponding connections are of higher
order. Hence, the above hardware interpretations are generic.
e conclusion is that higher order types may be realized as hardware in the form of nested boards of sockets
and plugs of the primitive types. Higher order applications and compositions may be realized as hardware by
making appropriate connections in the nested boards.
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Fig. 4. Functional composeA,B,C , and application of the functional to the two functions: f and д. The result is at the plug of
compose . On the right, a pictorial representation of the application
Fig. 5. Simple application applyA→B,A of type (A; (A→ B)) → B, and more complex application of type (C ; ((C ;E) → D)) →
(E → D)
e above (a bit informal) framework it simple. However, as the foundation, it is powerful enough to construct
higher order primitive recursion schemata, and in general (it seems) the intuitionistic second order Arithmetics.
e framework is the necessary basis for the next sections.
5 LEVEL ZERO
We are going to construct a Universe (of construable objects) as the hierarchy of universes starting with the
level zero. is is similar to the universes in Per Martin-Lo¨f Type eory (ML TT for short) [34], and Calculus of
Inductive Constructions (CoIC) created by ierry Coquand and Ge´rard Huet [9] [10]. However, ML TT and
CoIC are merely formal type theories with semantics based on term rewriting. At the level zero of the Universe,
primitive type constructors, a primitive type, and corresponding primitive operations are introduced.
Let a : A denote that object a is of type A. e word “operation” will be used instead of “function” and
“functional”. Type of operation is denoted by As → Bp where As denotes a socket of type A, whereas Bp denotes
a plug of type B. e general form of operation with multiple sockets and multiple plugs is
д : (As1;As2; ...;Ask ) → (B
p
1 ;B
p
2 ; ...;B
p
l ). Upper indexes denoting sockets and plugs will be frequently omied. e
order of sockets (plugs) is not relevant.
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Amorphous application of operation f : A→ B to object a : A is denoted by f (a). For operations with multiple
input, application may be partial, e.g. application of д only to ai : Ai and aj : Aj is denoted by д(aj ;ai ; ∗).
5.1 Simple type constructors
Having in mind the hardware interpretation of types as boards of sockets and plugs, there are four basic type
constructors. Let A and B denote types.
• ×, product of two types denoted by A × B; an object of this type consists of two objects, one of type A
and one of type B.
• +, disjoin union A + B; object of this type consists of either of an object of type A and the pointer to type
A, or it consists of an object of type B and the pointer to type B.
• →, arrow as the constructor of function type A→ B; where A is socket and B is plug. In its general form
there may be a nite number of sockets, and a nite number of plugs. Some of the types of the sockets as
well as the plugs may be the same.
• ||, exclusive disjunction A| |B; special type used for plugs. It means either A or B. It is used for the plug of
primitive destructor operation дetA,B introduced in the next subsection, and for the plug of primitive
operation if-then-else introduced in section 10.1.
Given two types (boards) A and B, the constructors produce a third board as shown in Fig. 6. e boards A and B
have their identiers in the resulting board.
Fig. 6. On the le, a function type, disjoin union, product, and exclusive disjunction. On the right, applications of f :
(Bs ;As ) → Cp to two objects, and to one object
For operation д : As → Cp , puing object a : A into socket As means amorphous application with the result
д(a) available at plug Cp . For operation f : (Bs ;As ) → Cp , the application result f (b,a) is at the plug Cp , see Fig.
6. However, a partial application f (b, ∗) is an operation of type As → Cp .
5.2 Object constructors and destructors
For a : A and b : B, object constructors are introduced in the following way:
• for product, joinA,B is a primitive operation of type (A;B) → (A × B) such that joinA,B (a;b) is object of
type A × B denoted as pair (a,b).
• for disjoin union, plusAA,B : A→ (A + B) and plusBA,B : B → (A + B) are primitive operations such that
plusAA,B (a) and plusBA,B (b) are objects of type A + B, denoted respectively by (1.a) and (2.b), where 1 is
the pointer to type A, and 2 to B.
• for arrow there are two primitive object constructors:
– constant operations, constA,B : A→ (B → A) such that for any a : A operation constA,B (a) : B → A
is constant operation, i.e. for any b : B, constA,B (a)(b) is always a.
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– identity operations, idA : A→ A such that for any a : A, the result idA(a) is a.
Object destructors are as follows.
• projA,B : (A×B) → (A;B). Note that this operation has two plugs. For (a,b) of typeA×B, projA,B ((a,b))
consists of two objects: projAA,B ((a,b)) that is a, and projBA,B ((a,b)) that is b.
• дetA,B : (A + B) → (A| |B). For (1.a) and (2.b) of type A + B, дetA,B ((1.a)) is a, and дetA,B ((2.b)) is b.
• applyA→B,A of type ((A → B);A) → B. For any f : A → B and a : A, applyA→B,A(f ;a) is f (a). Note
that amorphous application () is also a destructor for arrow.
e constructors and destructors have simple hardware interpretations. e interpretations of application and
partial application have already been shown in Fig. 5.
5.3 Composition as operation
Simple composition of operation f : As → Bp and operation д : Bs → Cp consists in establishing the connection
between plug Bp and socket Bs . is very establishing is the amorphous composition; the only requirement is
that the type of the plug and the type of the socket are the same. e amorphous composition is denoted (as
usual) by the symbol ◦, and applied to the two operations f and д is denoted by f ◦ д.
ere is also operational version of composition, i.e. for xed types of two operations, if the type of a plug
of one operation is the same as the type of a socket of the second operation, then the composition (making
connection between the plug and the socket) can be done by special operation.
Composition as operation composeA,B,C : ((A→ B); (B → C)) → (A→ C) has already been constructed, see
Fig. 4. e most simple composition, i.e. composeA,A,A : ((A → A); (A → A)) → (A → A) will be used in the
construction of primitive operation Iter in the subsection 5.6.
5.4 Operation Copy
Given an object, the operation Copy produces a copy of the object. Hardware interpretation of the operation is
neither simple nor obvious. One of possible interpretation assumes that every object contains the description of
its construction.
For already constructed object a, Copy(a) returns two objects. e st one is denoted by Copy1(a); it is the
original object a. e second object denoted by Copy2(a) is a copy of a. Frequently, the copy will be denoted
by a′. Copy is an amorphous operation. However, in constructions, its typed version can be used as operation
CopyA : A→ (A;A). Once an object is used in a construction, it can not be used again. In order to distinguish
between the original and its copies, the following notation is used. Symbol without apostrophe denotes original
object. Symbol with one apostrophe (several apostrophes) denotes copy (consecutive copy). For example, A′ and
A′′ are copies of A whereas a′, a′′ and a′′′ are copies of a. Sometimes apostrophes will be omied.
5.5 The primitive type of natural numbers
Copy the unit signal from the transmission channel, and the result put in the channel at the beginning. Repeating
this means natural numbers. Starting with a single unit signal (denoting number 1), the consecutive repetitions
give next natural numbers, i.e. the rst repetition results in two unit signals, the second one in three signals, and
so on. is very repeating is the successor operation denoted by Suc .
If the above intuition is applied to an operation of type A→ A (here A is an arbitrary type)) instead of the
unit signal, then it is exactly the approach to dene natural numbers proposed by Alonzo Church in his lambda
calculus, and also the one used in System F (Jean-Yves Girard (1971) [16], and John Reynolds (1974) [45]). Natural
number (say n) is identied with the amorphous iteration, i.e. it can be applied to any operation (with input and
output of the same type), and returns n-times composition of this operation.
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Fig. 7. Operation Iter (4; ∗) applied to f . Note that every connection between plug of type A→ A and socket of type A→ A
is, in fact, a higher type connection
Let us accept the rst interpretation. en the primitive operations, i.e. successor Suc and predecessor Pred ,
have natural interpretation. Suc consists in coping the original unit signal and joining the result to what already
has been done. Pred is interpreted as removing from the channel the rst unit signal, if the channel is not empty.
Let N denote the type of natural numbers.
e type of natural numbers is the basis for constructing sophisticated objects. e constructions are inductive,
that is, each construction depends on a nite number of parameters. Although, potentially an inductive object is
innite, at any moment of time of the process of its construction, the values of the parameters are bounded, so
that it is always a nite structure.
5.6 Iteration
Iteration (indexed by type A) is the operation IterA : (N ; (A→ A)) → (A→ A), such that for any n : N and any
operation f : A→ A, the result IterA(n; f ) is n-times composition of operation f . Parameter n : N determines
how many copies of f and copies of operation composeA,A,A must be used to produce the result.
Construction of the result depends on n and consists in dynamic conguration of connections between plugs
and sockets as it is shown in Fig. 7 for IterA(4; ∗) : (A→ A) → (A→ A).
5.7 Operation Chanдe
e next primitive operation isChanдeA of type (N ;A; (N → A)) → (N → A) such that for any n : N , object a : A,
and operation q : N → A, the result ChanдeA(n;a;q)(n) is a. For k dierent than n, result ChanдeA(n;a;q)(k)
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is q(k). at is, for a sequence q of objects of type A, and a : A, change n-th element of the sequence q to a,
i.e. q(n) to a. Operation Chanдe corresponds to if-then and case statements in programming. For hardware
interpretation of ChanдeA, evaluation of the condition “If input is n” must be realized. is corresponds to a
primitive relation EqualN on type N that will be introduced in section 8.
5.8 Currying and uncurrying
Currying is a syntactical rule to transform a term denoting a function with two or more variables to equivalent
(nested) term with one outer variable; the other variables are hidden inside the term. It was introduced by
Moses Scho¨nnkel in 1924 and later developed by Haskell Curry. Currying as well as uncurrying (i.e. the reverse
Fig. 8. On the le, construction of operation uncurryinдA,B,C ; here D denotes typeA→ (B → C). On the right, construction
of operation curryinдA,B,C
transformation dual to currying) can be represented as operations.
Operation f : (A;B) → C is transformed by curryinд into operation д : A → (B → C) such that f (a;b) is
д(a)(b).
Operation curryinдABC : (A; ((A;B) → C)) → (B → C) is constructed in Fig. 8. Actually, it is a board
consisting of two sockets, one type A and the second one of type (A;B) → C), a plug of type B → C , and the
appropriate connections. Partial application of curryinдABC to f : (A;B) → C , i.e. curryinдABC (∗; f ) is operation
д : (A→ (B → C) such that f (a;b) is д(a)(b).
Operation uncurryinдABC of type (A; (A→ (B → C));B) → C) is constructed in the following way, see also
Fig. 8. Compose apply(A→(B→C)),A : (A; (A→ (B → C)) → (B → C) and apply(B→C),B : (B; (B → C)) → C . It is
done by connecting the plug of type B → C of the rst operation to the socket of the type B → C of the second
operation. e result is the required uncurryinдABC . It has three sockets. By partial application (i.e. puing д of
type A→ (B → C) into the appropriate socket of uncurryinдABC ), we get operation uncurryinдABC (∗;д; ∗) of
type (A;B) → C .
Note that partial amorphous application is the crucial element of the above two constructions.
6 THE PRIMITIVE RECURSION SCHEMA
e schema of primitive recursion for operations of the rst order (from natural numbers into natural numbers)
is clear. However, it is not so obvious for operations of higher types. e recursion schema for second order
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operations was introduced by Ro´zsa Pe´ter (1936) [40]. Go¨del’s System T (1958) [18], and Andrzej Grzegorczyk‘s
System (1964) [22] are based on the recursion on higher types. Grzegorczyk’s iterators (as primitive recursion
schemata indexed by types) are considered as objects. Haskell Curry (1964) [11] dened Grzegorczyk’s iterators
as terms in combinatory logic using pure iteration combinator corresponding to the operation Iter introduced
in section 5.6. Jean-Yves Girard (1989) [17] dened higher order primitive recursion schemata as terms in his
System F.
e higher-order recursion is still of interest mainly because of its application in programming. However,
recent works are based on formal approaches. For the Go¨del-Herbrand style approach see Lawrence Paulson
(1984) [39]; it is still not clear what is the meaning of equality for objects of higher types. In Martin Hofmann
(1999) [23], and Jiri Adamek et al. (2011) [1], a category-theoretic semantics of higher-order recursion schemes
was presented. In programming, see Ana Bove et al. (2005) [5], recursive algorithms are dened by equations
in which the recursive calls do not guarantee a termination. Finally, Carsten Schurmann, Joelle Despeyroux,
and Frank Pfenning (2001) [47] propose an extension of the simply typed lambda-calculus with iteration and
case constructs. en, higher order primitive recursive functions are expressible through a combination of
these constructs. Actually, they dened terms that correspond to Grzegorczyk’s iterators. A construction of the
iterators as functionals (operations) are presented below.
6.1 Grzegorczyk’s iterator
Although the Grzegorczyk System was intended to be constructive, it is still a formal theory. Grzegorczyk’s iterator
denoted here by RA is a primitive (in Grzegorczyk System) term of type A→ ((N → (A→ A)) → (N → A)) that
satises the following equations:
for any a : A, c : N → (A→ A), and k : N
RA(a)(c)(1) = a
RA(a)(c)(k + 1) = c(k)(RA(a)(c)(k))
e notation for nested applications is that f (a)(c)(k) is the same as ((f (a))(c))(k).
Note that in the above equations, the equality is for objects of type A. For the type of natural numbers it is
clear, see section 8. However, it isn’t so for higher order types. In a formal theory, the axioms of equality for
higher order types must be introduced.
By applying currying and uncurrying, RA can be interpreted equivalently as operation of type
(N → (A→ A)) → (N → (A→ A)) denoted by R¯A such that R¯A(c)(k)(a) is the same as RA(a)(c)(k). Now, the
denitional equations above can be rewrien as:
R¯A(c)(1)(a) = a
R¯A(c)(k + 1)(a) = c(k)(R¯A(c)(k)(a))
In this new and equivalent form the iterator is the operation that for c : N → (A → A), i.e. a sequence of
operations of type A→ A, produces object (sequence) c¯ : N → (A→ A) such that c¯ is R¯A(c). First element of
this sequence, i.e. c¯(1), is the identity operation on A such that for all a : A, idA(a) is a.
e element c¯(k + 1), that is R¯A(c)(k + 1), is the composition of operation c(k) and operation c¯(k) that is
(R¯A)(c)(k). So that, c¯(k + 1) is the composition of the rst k elements of the sequence c .
In this equivalent form, the Grzegorczyk iterator is simple. However, its construction needs some eort.
Girard’s recursion operator (indexed by type A, however here denoted by R) is dened as a Lambda term in
System F. Denition of R is based on the interpretation of natural numbers as amorphous iterating operators.
Applying number n to arbitrary term (denoting a function with input and output of the same type) means to
compose n-times the function with itself. e recursion operator R is of typeA→ ((A→ (N → A)) → (N → A)),
and has the following property. For any a : A, v : A→ (N → A) and k : N ,
R(a)(v)(1) = a
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R(a)(v)(k + 1) = v(R(a)(v)(k))(k)
e equalities above must be understood (according to Girard) that both sides can be reduced by term rewriting
to the same normal form.
Apply currying and uncurrying to R in the similar way as for the Grzegorczyk’s iterator. Note that (A→ (N →
A)) and A can be swapped in the type of R, so that we get operation of type (A→ (N → A)) → (A→ (N → A)).
en, in the rst and the second segment, N and A can be swapped, so that we get the operation of type
(N → (A→ A)) → (N → (A→ A)) denoted by R¯ such that
R¯(v¯)(1)(a) = a, where v¯ : N → (A→ A) satises v¯(k)(a) = v(a)(k),
R¯(v¯)(k + 1)(a) = v¯(k)(R(v¯)(k)(a))
In this form R¯ is exactly the same as Grzegorczyk’s iterator, i.e. for a sequence of operations of type A→ A as
input, it returns the output sequence where its (n + 1)-th element is the composition of the rst n elements of the
input.
However, this cannot be taken literally that the input, as a sequence, is taken as whole (as actual innity)
by the Grzegorczyk’s iterator (and Girard’s operator), and returns a complete sequence as its output. From the
syntactical point of view it is acceptable as a denition of a term, however, not as a construction. Actually,
the parameter n : N , that refers here to the n-th element of the input sequence, must refer to the construction
parameter. It will be clear in the following construction.
6.2 Construction of Grzegorczyk’s iterator
Let C denote the type (N → (A→ A)). We are going to construct operation iterator : C → C , such that for any
input object (sequence) c : C , the operation returns object (sequence) c¯ : C , such that n-th element of c¯ is the
composition of the rst n elements of sequence c . Although, it is almost the same as for Grzegorczyk’s iterator,
it will be clear that at any construction step, iterator is a nite structure, that is, the parameter n : N in the
construction of iterator refers always and only to this nite structure, i.e. to the rst n elements of c and of c¯ .
e detailed and explicit construction of this operation is simple. It is worth to carefully analyze this construction
in order to grasp the full meaning of the idea of the constructability proposed in the paper.
e construction needs two auxiliary operations op and RecA constructed in Fig. 9 in the form of two acyclic
directed graphs. e nodes of the graphs denote primitive operations or already constructed objects and operations.
In the second graph, its two input (initial) nodes are labeled by op, and by 1. e link between op and operation
IterD corresponds to amorphous application of IterD to op. Analogously for 1 and operation join. e rest of the
input nodes indicate the input types. e all links between internal nodes corresponds to amorphous composition,
i.e. a connection between a plug of one operation to a socket of another operation; where the type of the plug
and the type of the socket are the same. e graphs may be viewed as fully pipelined data-ows. e graph of
operation op is a simple data-ow. e data-ow of the graph of RecA is nested and is unfolded if the parameter
n : N is instantiated to a concrete value. e unfolding is done by by applying IterD to n, so that the n copies of
operation op are composed.
e operation op takes pair (n, c) as the input, and returns new pair (n + 1, c) where c diers from c only on
the (n + 1)-th element, that is, c(n + 1) is the composition of two operations c(n) and c(n + 1).
To explain the construction, let n : N and c : C be considered as input parameter (not as concrete objects), i.e.
as pair (n, c) of type N ×C . We are going to follow the data-ow in the graph of op.
• Operation projN ,C applied to (n, c) returns two objects:
projNN ,C (n, c) denoted by n0 and projCN ,C (n, c) denoted by c0.
• CopyN applied to n0 returns two objects: Copy1N (n0) denoted by n1 and Copy2N (n0) denoted by n2.
• CopyC applied to c0 returns: Copy1C (c0) denoted by c1 and Copy2C (c0), that is used again for copying.
• Copy1C (Copy2C (c0)) is denoted by c2, and Copy2C (Copy2C (c0)) is denoted by c3.
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Fig. 9. Construction of operation op : (N ×C) → (N ×C), and operation RecA : (N ;C) → (A→ A)
• c1, c2, c3 are copies of c0, and n1,n2 are copies of n0. Actually, they are copies of c and n respectively.
• Apply Suc to n2, i.e. Suc(n2). en, copy the result twice, i.e. CopyN applied to Suc(n2) returns:
Copy1N (Suc(n2)) denoted by n1. Copy1N (Copy2N (n1)) is denoted by n2, and
Copy2N (Copy2N (n1)) is denoted by n3.
• n1, n2 and n3 are three copies of Suc(n2), i.e. they are the same as n + 1.
• Let apply((C ;N )→(A→A)),(C ;N )(c1;n1) be denoted by c1n1 ; it is the n-th element of sequence c , i.e. c(n).
• Let apply((C ;N )→(A→A)),(C ;N )(c2;n1) be denoted by c2n1 ; it is the same as c(n + 1).
• composeA,A,A(c1n1 ; c2n1 ) is the composition of c(n) and c(n + 1). Let it be denoted by f .
• Change in the sequence c3, the element n2-th to f , i.e. ChanдeC (n2; f ; c3), and denote it by c . In this way
(n + 1)-th element element of sequence c was changed to f .
• Join n3 and c into the pair, i.e. joinN ,C (n3; c), and denote it by (n + 1, c).
• Starting with (n, c) as the input in the construction we get (n+1, c) as the output. Actually, the only change
that was made in the original sequence c was to replace the (n + 1)-th element of c by the composition of
two operations c(n) and c(n + 1).
e description of the construction of the operation op : N ×C → N ×C , in Fig. 9, is completed.
Let N ×C be denoted by D. en, op is of type D → D. Now, operation IterD can be applied to op.
Note that IterD (n;op) is the n-th iteration of operation op such that IterD (n;op)(1, c) is (n + 1, c) such that for
any k = 1, ... n + 1, the element c(k) is the composition of the rst k elements of c . For m greater than n + 1,
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element c(m) is the same as c(m). Note that n : N is the parameter of the construction. To construct Grzegorczyk’s
iterator, the operation RecA, shown as the second graph in Fig. 9, must be constructed rst.
Let us follow the data ow in the graph of RecA for the parameters n : N and c : C .
• At the node IterD , the iteration is applied only to the operation op (constructed in Fig. 9) leaving the
input n : N open, i.e. IterD (∗;op) is operation of type N → (D → D). Note that this is amorphous
partial application. e plug of this operation is of type D → D, so that for parameter n, the operation
IterD (∗;op) results in an operation (denoted by д) of type D → D.
Note that here the unfolding is done in the graph for a concrete value of the parameter n : N , that is, the
operation op is iterated n-times.
• joinN ,C (1; c) is denoted by (1, c). Note that c is a parameter.
• apply(D→D),D (д; (1, c)) is denoted by (n, c). Let projNN ,C (n, c) be denoted by n, and projCN ,C (n, c) by c .
• n is the same as n + 1, and for any k = 1, 2, ... ,n + 1; c(k) is the composition of the k rst operations in
the original sequence c .
• Pred(n) is the same as n. Finally, applyC,N (c, Pred(n)) is operation of type A→ A. It is the composition
of the n rst elements (operations) of the original sequence c .
is completes a description of the construction of the operation RecA : (N ;C) → (A→ A) in Fig. 9.
For the inputs n and c , the output, i.e. RecA(n; c), is the composition of the rst n elements (operations) from
the input sequence c . is is the exact meaning of the construction of RecA.
However, applying currying, the operation RecA may be presented equivalently as the operation ¯RecA of type
C → (N → (A→ A)), i.e. of type C → C . is may suggest that the operation ¯RecA takes as its input a complete
innite sequence, and returns as the output also a complete innite sequence. It is not true. By the construction
of RecA it is clear that n : N is the parameter for this construction, i.e. for any n : N , the construction is a nite
structure referring only to the rst n elements of the input sequence c .
Operation ¯RecA corresponds to the Grzegorczyk’s iterator. As an object, it can be used in more sophisticated
constructions.
6.3 Summary of the level zero
e primitive type of natural numbers, the primitive constructors, and primitive operations are the basis for
construction of objects that together constitute the level zero of the Universe. e level may be viewed as a
grounding (concrete semantics) for Grzegorczyk System, i.e. the Grzegorczyk’s idea of primitive recursive objects
of all nite types. However, the general recursive objects (according to Go¨del-Herbrand denition) have grounding
(as constructions) on higher levels. Also a grounding for Girard System F needs higher levels of the Universe.
e hardware interpretation of types, their constructors, and operations as (dynamic) congurations of
connections between plugs and sockets in nested boards, is important. is gives rise to comprehend the notion
of type, the notion of object and its construction as a parameterized inductive structure that is nite if the values
of all parameters are xed. e interpretation is in opposition to formal theories, where object is described as a
term, construction amounts to substitution and lambda abstraction whereas computation to beta reduction.
7 LEVEL 1
Passing from level 0 to level 1 consists in handling types as objects. So that operations can be performed on types.
e type constructors +, ×, and→ may be seen as operations. Also all primitive and complex operations indexed
by types can be seen as operations level at 1, taking types as parameters.
For example, primitive recursion schema (Grzegorczyk’s iterator) ¯RecA indexed by type A may be abstracted to
operation such that for arbitrary type A, the operation returns ¯RecA. It looks somehow as Lambda abstraction
from System F. However, it is not a term. It is a concrete operation.
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LetTypes0 denote the type of all simple types constructed from the type of natural numbers by the constructors
+, ×, and→. en, the operation ϕ such that for any type A, ϕ(A) is ¯RecA can be constructed, and has hardware
interpretation. How can it be done? What is the type of this operation?
As a primitive type, Types0 is well dened with the primitive object N , and primitive operations +, ×, and→.
Actually,Types0 is an inductive type. So that an operation can be constructed (on level 1) for enumerating all types
from level 0. Let us x one of such operations, and denote it by Ind1 : N → Types0. Hardware interpretation of
this operation is that for a number n : N , it produces Ind1(n) as an appropriate nested board of sockets and plugs.
Since the level 1 is the extension of level 0, type constructors, the primitive type N , primitive operations, and
all types and objects that can be constructed at level 0, belong to level 1. In the same manner, the consecutive
levels are introduced, so that at level 2 the type of all types at level 1 (denoted by Types1) is introduced as a
primitive type, and in general at level n+1, the type Typesn is introduced as a primitive type.
IntroducingTypes0, as a primitive type at level 1, makes essential change to its structure. e type constructors,
as well as all objects and operations indexed by simple types become operations at level 1 that take simple types
as their parameters. Well known new type constructors (see Martin-Lo¨f Type eory, System F, and CoIC) for
dependent types emerge in the natural way.
Let us start with type constructors ×, +, and→. At the level 1, they can be considered as operations that take
two types from Types0 and return a complex type. e operations may be presented as ×1, +1, and→1. All of
them are of type (Types0;Types0) →1 Types0.
Here →1 is regarded as constructor at level 1, and is the extension of → from level 0, whereas →1 is an
operation at level 1. Analogously, for the rest of constructors. Does it make sense? Although, it is formally
correct, it is an unnecessary complication. Applying the well known parametricity (Reynolds [45]), the type
constructors become generic primitive operations that for any two types produce a new complex type. Hence,
the constructors are operations dened for all types at level 0, at level 1, at level 2, and so on, i.e. for all types at
all levels. e parametricity may be also applied to any object indexed by types, so that it may be abstracted to
generic operations dened on all types at all levels.
For example, plus1 is an operation at level 1, i.e. its two sockets are of type Types0, whereas the type of its
plug is determined by input objects. at is, for two input objects A and B (simple types from level 0) the result
plus1(A;B) is the operation plusA,B : (A;B) → (A + B). However, by applying the parametricity, plus is a generic
primitive operation dened (like the generic type constructors) for all types at all levels.
It seem that it is reasonable to consider the “the super type” of all types denoted byTypes . en, the generic type
constructors (×, +, and→) are of type (Types ;Types) → Types . Does it make sense? Is (Types ;Types) → Types
an object of the “the super type” Types? For the formal theories (like Martin-Lo¨f Type eory and System F)
introducing “the super type” results in terms that have no normal form, so that from the computational point of
view they have no meaning. However, the approach presented in the paper is not yet another formal theory. It is
to be grounded in hardware.
e super type Types as a completed object has no grounding. It is only a useful abstract notion. e general
principle of the proposed approach is that the Universe is never completed, and in fact at any level of its
construction it is a nite structure that has a hardware interpretation. Construction of the Universe is a never
ending process, so that at any moment of time of the process, only a nite number of types and nite number of
objects are constructed. Moreover, for any of such types and any of such objects, if its construction is inductive,
then (for that moment of time) the construction is only partial up to xed values of the inductive parameters.
At any moment of time of the construction process of the Universe, the current level is nite, say k, so that the
super type Types is interpreted as Typek . For this interpretation of Types , it is only a useful abstract notion, and
there is no contradiction.
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Hence, the following type constructors and primitive operations can be interpreted as generic and dened on
the super-type Types , i.e. dened for all types at all levels.
+, ×,→, join, proj, plus , дet , compose , apply, const , id , Copy, Iter , Chanдe , curryinд, uncurryinд
For any of the above operations, the type of output object is determined by the input objects. is very
determination is given by an operation F : D → Types dierent for dierent operations. For operation plus , the
socket of F is (Types ;Types) so that F (A;B) isA+B. In this way, plus(A;B) is the same asplusA,B : (A;B) → (A+B).
Types of the above operations are well known dependent types, Girard [16] and Martin-Lo¨f [34]. ere are
two new type constructors: Π as the generalization of arrow→, and Σ as the generalization of disjoin union +.
7.1 Dependent types
For operation F : A→ Types0, an object of type ΠAF is the operation д, such that for any a : A, д(a) is of type
F (a). If F is a constant, i.e. its value is B, then the type ΠAF is the same as A→ B.
Object of type ΣAF is of the form (a;b), where a : A and b : F (a).
Operation F may have multiple input (several sockets).
Dependent type constructors are generic operations. So that their generic forms are denoted by Π and Σ. For
simplicity, ΣAF is denoted by ΣF , and ΠAF is denoted by ΠF , if from the context it is clear that F is of type
A→ Types .
Constructor of objects of type ΣF from objects of type ΠF . If for a : A an object b of type F (a) is
constructed, then, in fact, also an object of type ΣF is constructed. For operation F : A→ Types and operation
f : ΠF (i.e. for all a : A, f (a) : F (a)) new constructor σF of type ΠF → (A → ΣF ) is introduced. Operation
σF (f ) : A → ΣF is such that for any a : A, σF (f )(a) is of type ΣF , i.e. it is of the form (a; f (a)). e new
constructor also has its generic form denoted by σ .
Hardware interpretation of the dependent types is no so easy. e operation F must be taken as the basis. e
type ΣF is interpreted as a board consisting of type A and operation F that dynamically determines (for any a : A)
the type F (a) in the board. For an object of the type ΠF , say f , its socket is of type A whereas type of the plug is
dynamically determined. So that, the type ΠF may be interpreted as a board consisting of the socket of type A,
and operation F that dynamically determines the type of the plug.
It seems that the above interpretation make sense. However, any new type constructors should be accompanied
by object constructors for these new types. Operation F alone does not indicate how to construct objects of
type ΠF , and objects of type ΣF . However, the objects of dependent types emerged in the natural way during
the construction of the Universe, as generic type constructors and generic parametric versions of the primitive
operations.
Summing up the level 1 of the Universe, generic primitive constructors and operations have been introduced
that are dened for all types at all levels. Although their grounding is (and must be) always in a nite hardware
structure being the current state of construction process of the Universe, the constructors and the operations are
useful abstract notions. Let us recall that the main purpose of the paper is a design of generic mechanisms for
managements of connections in large arrays of hardware functional units (rst order functions). From this point
of view, the abstractions are very useful tools.
However, these abstractions do not exhaust the toolkit. ere are also relations, and important generic
operations corresponding to if-then-else statement in programming.
8 RELATIONS
Usually, binary relation is dened as a collection of ordered pairs of objects. is set theoretical denition is
not sucient. Relation is (like operation) a primitive notion. It seems that it corresponds to a primeval generic
method of comparing two objects. For any primitive type there is at least one elementary binary relation between
objects of this type.
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Well known equality types in Martin-Lo¨f Type eory [34], when parametrized for a xed type, give an
equality relation on that type. However, this relation is pure syntactical one, and their evaluation is based on
term reductions to canonical normal forms.
8.1 Primitive relations on natural numbers
e relations EqualN , LesserN , andGreaterN are primitive relations onN with the following grounding (hardware
interpretation) presented below.
ere are two sockets of type N , one denoted by N ′ for n , and one denoted by N ′′ for k . It is supposed that
for each of the sockets its state can be evaluated as either empty or not empty. is evaluation may be considered
as the most primitive relation (property) for the type of natural numbers.
Put the signal n : N into the socket N ′, and the signal k : N into the socket N ′′.
Procedure N. Check the states the two sockets. Until one of the sockets is empty, apply to each of them Pred ,
that is, Pred(n), and Pred(k). It means to remove from each of the sockets one elementary signal; then, go to
the beginning of the procedure. If both sockets are empty, then this is the witness (proof) for the proposition
EqualN (n;k) to be true. If the socket N ′ is not empty and the socket N ′′ is empty, then it is the witness (proof)
for the proposition GreaterN (n;k) to be true. If the socket N ′ is empty and the socket N ′′ is not empty, then it is
the witness (proof) for the proposition LesserN (n;k) to be true.
For any n : N and k : N , EqualN (n;k) is a primitive proposition corresponding to the states of the two sockets
with the intuitive meaning that n is equal to k . Analogously for LesserN (n;k) with the meaning that n is lesser
than k , and for GreaterN (n;k) with the meaning that n is greater than k .
Note that the results of evaluations in the Procedure N are witnesses (proofs) that correspond the intuitive
notion of truth. at is, a proposition is true if there is a corresponding witness for this proposition. If there is no
witness, then the proposition is false.
e relations seem to be operations. If it is so, then what are their plugs? According to the famous idea of
Curry-Howard propositions-as-types, the proofs are objects of propositions considered as types. Note that the
grounding of the propositions is in the Procedure N. So that, a single proposition can not be considered separately
without reference to the rest of the propositions of the Procedure N. Some of the propositions are false, so that
the corresponding types are not inhabited, i.e. are empty. So far all introduced types were inhabited.
Note that the type constructors (+, ×,→, Π and Σ) have also logical interpretation as disjunction, conjunction,
implication, and quantiers. However, the emptiness of a proposition, considered as a type, causes severe
problems. One of them is the hardware interpretation of empty type. Empty type is nonsense, it can not be
realized, it does not exist. If A is an empty type, then also the type A → B is empty contrary to the classical
logical interpretation of A→ B as implication that must be true in this case.
Although the notion of type and the notion of proposition have a lot of common, they should be separated. Let
Prop denote the sort of propositions. e same distinction was made in CoIC [8], however there the sort Prop
corresponds merely to a formal logic and its formulas and terms. e hardware interpretation of Prop requires an
introduction of primitive propositions, and a procedure for their evaluation. For natural numbers these primitive
propositions (and their hardware interpretation) are introduced by the Procedure N.
Hence, for any type A, the “type” A→ Prop has sense, so that operations of this “type” may be constructed.
ey are called relations. It seems that this “relation type” is special and the usual type constructors can not be
applied to it. Any of such relations (say R : A→ Prop) can be quantied by applying Π and Σ to this relation, so
that ΠR and ΣR are propositions of the sort Prop. General form of relation type is (A1; ...;Ak ) → Prop. Complex
relations can be constructed from the primitive relations by using constructors +, ×, Π, Σ (interpreted in Prop),
and negation introduced in the next section 8.2. Although the constructors are interpreted in Prop, following the
Curry-Howard propositions-as-types, and for notational simplicity, they are denoted by the same symbols.
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8.2 Complex relations and complex propositions
For two relations R1 : A → Prop, and R2 : B → Prop, their conjunction and disjunction is constructed in the
following way, also shown in Fig. 10. Note that in the logical interpretation, the constructors + and × are of type
(Prop; Prop) → Prop.
Disjunction is denoted by R1 + R2, and is amorphous double composition of R1, R2, and operation +. e
composition is done by connecting the plug of one relation to the one of the sockets of +, and by connecting the
plug of the second relation to the second socket of +.
Conjunction is denoted by R1 × R2, and is constructed in the very similar way.
R1 × R2 and R1 + R2 are relations of type (A;B) → Prop.
For two relations R1, and R2, both of type A→ Prop, the special generic forms of conjunction and disjunction
(corresponding to informal (R1(a) + R2(a)) and (R1(a) × R2(a))) are constructed in the following way.
Operation CopyA : A → (A;A) with its two plugs of type A is composed amorphously with R1 and R2 by
connecting the plugs to the sockets of R1 and R2. en the resulting operation of type A → (Prop; Prop) is
composed again amorphously with the conjunction operation × : (Prop; Prop) → Prop (resp. disjunction
+ : (Prop; Prop) → Prop). e nal operation is denoted (a bit informally) by [R1 × R2] (resp. [R1 + R2]) both of
type A→ Prop such that for any a : A, (R1(a) + R2(a)) and (R1(a) × R2(a)) are generic forms of [R1 × R2](a) and
[R1 + R2](a).
Negation of a single separate proposition does not have sense. For example, ¬EqualN (1; 2) (where ¬ is
negation constructor) makes sense (see the Procedure N) only in the presence ofGreaterN (1; 2) and LesserN (1; 2).
Hence, the negation for relation can be grounded only if there are complementary relations. For EqualN , the
complementary relations are GreaterN and LesserN . Hence, the negation of a relation is its complement.
¬EqualN (i.e. the complement of EqualN ) is [GreaterN + LesserN ].
¬GreaterN (i.e. the complement of GreaterN ) is [EqualN + LesserN ].
¬LesserN (i.e. the complement of LesserN ) is [EqualN +GreaterN ].
Hence, the constructor ¬ can be applied only to a relation whose complement has already been constructed.
is very complement is the negation of the relation. Since negation is complement, the meaning of double
negation, i.e. ¬¬R is R.
Fig. 10. Disjunction and conjunction of R1 and R2, and composition of curryinд(R) of type A→ (B → Prop) with Σ
Note that the quantiers ΠA and ΣA are of type (A→ Prop) → Prop, i.e. for any relation R : A→ Prop, ΠAR
and ΣAR are propositions belonging to the sort Prop. Boom index A will be frequently omied if from the
context it is clear what it is.
For any relation R of type A→ Prop, the constructors Π and Σ may be applied resulting in two propositions
ΠR and ΣR. e rst proposition corresponds to the formula ∀x :A¯R¯(x) in formal logic, the second proposition
corresponds to formula ∃x :A¯R¯(x), where A¯ and R¯ are symbols in formal language of the logic, corresponding to
type A and relation R, and x is a variable.
If a relation has multiple input (several sockets) like R : (A;B) → Prop, then ΠR corresponds to formula
∀x :A¯∀y :B¯R¯(x ;y); analogously for Σ.
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e formula ∀x :A¯∃y :B¯R¯(x ;y) corresponds to the proposition that is constructed in the following way. First,
relation R must be transformed by curryinд to the operation curryinд(R) : A→ (B → Prop), such that R(a;b)
is the same as curryinд(R)(a)(b). Note that ΣB is of type (B → Prop) → Prop. e amorphous composition of
curryinд(R) and ΣB , see Fig. 10, results in the operation of type A→ Prop denoted by S . So that ΠAS corresponds
to the formula ∀x :A¯∃y :B¯R¯(x ,y). Actually, the construction described above is generic and can be generalized to
any types and any relations.
For relation R : A→ Prop, application of Copy to R (i.e. Copy(R)) returns two the same operations Copy1(R)
and Copy2(R). Suppose that the negation of R (its complement) has been already constructed.
Relation Copy1(R) + ¬Copy2(R) is of type (A;A′) → Prop. Amorphous composition of operation CopyA (of
type A→ (A;A′) ) with Copy1(R) + ¬Copy2(R) gives the relation of type A→ Prop that corresponds to tertium
non datur (TND) in the formal logic. Denote this relation by RT ND . For any a : A, RT ND (a) is, informally,
R(a) + ¬R(a). Since ¬R is the complement of R, then the proposition RT ND (a) is true for any a : A. Note that this
holds only for a relation having already constructed complement.
In order to summarize the Section devoted to relation, let us come back to the Procedure N, and primitive
relations EqualN , LesserN and GreaterN . It determines important properties concerning the primitive relations,
primitive operations Suc and Pred . ese properties (as true propositions) should be considered as axioms for
the type N . For example, if EqualN (n;k) is true, then also LesserN (n; Suc(k)) and GreaterN (Suc(n);k) are true.
Also the following informal proposition
for all n and for all k : either EqualN (n;k) or LesserN (n;k) or GreaterN (n;k)
is true. Sentences belonging to the sort Prop can be constructed on the basis of the above constructions (presented
in this Section) of complex relations and propositions. As the axioms, characterizing completely the Procedure N,
they have proofs that are to be introduced as primitive objects along the primitive relations corresponding to
the type N of natural numbers. e proofs can be used to constructions of another proofs of complex sentences.
ese very axioms correspond to the axioms of the formal theory of Arithmetics, i.e. Peano Arithmetics.
9 CONDITIONS
e notion of condition and its verication is introduced. Generally, a condition consists of disjunctions and
conjunctions of primitive propositions and their negations. e disjunctive normal form (disjunction of conjunc-
tions) is very convenient for verication, i.e. once one component of the disjunction is veried as true, then the
condition is true; if one component of a conjunction is false then the conjunction is false. A generic verication
method can be constructed on the basis of the primitive propositions. Simple examples of informal parametrized
conditions for relation R : N → Prop are as follows.
• exists i such that k ≤ i ≤ k + n and R(i)
• for all j, if l ≤ i ≤ l +m, then R(j)
Note that here the phrases “for all” and “exists” do not correspond to the constructors Π and Σ.
e parametrized conditions (conditions, for short) correspond to operations of type (N ;N ; (N → Prop)) →
Prop. Disjunction +, conjunction ×, and negation ¬ are needed to construct the conditions.
LetD denote N → Prop. TypeD ′ denotes a copy ofD. We are going to construct the operation that corresponds
to the rst of the above conditions. Auxiliary operation op of type (D ′;N ;D ′′) → Prop is constructed in Fig. 11.
For R1, R2 and i : N , op(R1; i;R2) is the same as R1(i + 1)+R2(i). Applying curryinд and uncurryinд to operation
op we get operation Q+ : D ′′→ (D ′→ (N → Prop)) such that Q+(R2)(R1)(i) is the same as R1(i + 1) + R2(i).
We are going to construct operation L+ of type (D;N ′) → (N → Prop) such that for any R : D, n : N ′, and
k : N , L+(R;n)(k) corresponds to (R(k) + R(k + 1) + R(k + 2) + ... + R(k + n)), i.e. informally (exists i such that
k ≤ i ≤ (k + n) and R(i)). e construction of operation L+ is shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. On the le, auxiliary operation op, and operation L+. On the right, complex condition where E denotes type
(N ′;N ) → Prop
Relation R : D is copied, and Q+ is applied to Copy1(R). e result denoted by F is of type D ′ → D. So that
iteration IterD can be applied to F , and IterD (n; F ) is of type D ′→ D. Note that F (R1)(k) is R1(k + 1) + R(k), and
(F ◦ F )(R1)(k) is R1(k + 2)+R(k + 1)+R(k), whereas (F ◦ F ◦ F )(R1)(k) is R1(k + 3)+R(k + 2)+R(k + 1)+R(k). So
that IterD (n; F )(R1)(k) is R1(k +n)+ R(k +n − 1)+ ... + R(k + 1)+ R(k). Finally, applying IterD (n; F ) toCopy2(R),
we get the required relation L+(R;n) of type N → Prop.
If in the construction of L+ (more precisely inQ+), the operation + is changed to ×, then the resulting operation
is denoted by L×. en L×(R;m)(l) corresponds to (R(l) × R(l + 1) × ... × R(l +m)), i.e. informally (for all j, if
l ≤ i ≤ l +m, then R(j)).
Now, let R be a relation having two variables, i.e. of type (N ′;N ) → Prop. e complex condition (where l ,m
and k,n are parameters) corresponding to
(there is i and l ≤ l ≤ l +m such that for all j if k ≤ j ≤ k + n then R(i; j))
is constructed below, see also Fig. 11 where in the rightmost graph, uncurryinд and curryinд are aggregated into
one operation.
Operation L× is of type ((N → Prop);N ′′) → (N ′′′→ Prop), where, argument j corresponds to N , argument
m corresponds to N ′′, and argument l corresponds to N ′′′.
Relation R is of type (N ′;N ) → Prop, where socket N ′ corresponds to argument i , and socket N corrsponds to
argument j. Applying curryinд to R, we get Rc typu N ′→ (N → Prop).
e plug of operation Rc is of the same type as the type of one of the sockets of operation L×. ese
two operation can be composed, i.e. compose(Rc ;L×). Let the composition be denoted by P ; it is of type
(N ′;N ′′) → (N ′′′→ Prop).
Proposition P(i;m)(l) is the same as (R(i; l) × R(i; l + 1) × ... × R(i; l +m)).
Applying uncurryinд and curryinд to P , we get operation Pc of type (N ′′;N ′′′) → (N ′→ Prop).
For the operation L+ : ((N ′ → Prop);N ′′′′) → (N ′′′′′ → Prop), argument i corresponds to N ′, argument n
corresponds to N ′′′′, and argument k corresponds to N ′′′′′.
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e plug of the operation Pc is of the same type as the type of one of the sockets of operation L+. e
composition (by connection the plug with the socket) is of type (N ′′;N ′′′;N ′′′′) → (N ′′′′′ → Prop), and is
denoted by F . e proposition F (m; l ;n)(k) is the same as
((R(k ; l) × R(k ; l + 1) × ... × R(k ; l +m)) + (R(k + 1; l) × R(k + 1; l + 1) × ... × R(k + 1; l +m)) + ... + (R(k + n; l) ×
R(k + n; l + 1) × ... × R(k + n; l +m))).
More complex conditions can be constructed on the basic of L× and L+.
10 EXAMPLE OF PURE FUNCTION-LEVEL PROGRAMMING
One may ask how these higher order types, operations and relations correspond to real computations and
programming. ey are mathematical objects with clear hardware grounding, just as John Backus [3] postulated.
e example presented below shows that programming on such mathematical objects is possible. It also shows
that the higher order operations may be used in programming directly without terms (for denoting the operations)
and rewriting rules.
Let us recall that constN ,N denotes the constant operation of type N → (N → N ) such that for any nc : N ,
constN ,N (nc ) : N → N is such that for any k : N , constN ,N (nc )(k) is nc .
e programming example is simple and is based on the three operations: node, father and leaf all of type
N → N , that along with the value of the parameter n are interpreted as a data structure called tree. e tree
structure may be modied by two operations: add for adding new node to the tree, and del to remove a leaf node
from the tree.
e parameter n : N denotes the current scope of the construction of the data structure.
• node : N → N . For any i : N , node(i) is either 1 (denotes an already constructed node), or 2 (denotes
deleted node), or 3 (and greater) denotes unspecied node outside of the current scope of the construction.
Initially, node is ChanдeN (1; 1; constN ,N (3)), i.e. node(1) is set as 1 (it is the root), and for i grater than 1,
node(i) is 3.
• father : N → N . father(i) is interpreted as the node that is the father of node i . Initially, it is the
constant operation constN ,N (1). e node and the parameter n : N determine which inputs of father
have intended meaning, i.e. father(k) is meaningful (in the tree structure) for k not greater than n and if
k is not a removed node.
• leaf : N → N . For any i : N , leaf(i) is either 1 (it is a leaf if node(i) is also 1), or 2 (is not a leaf), or 3
(and greater) as not constructed or already deleted. Initially, leaf is ChanдeN (1; 1; constN (3)).
e initial operations: node, father and leaf, and the parameter n = 1 represent the tree consisting only of
the root. Applying simple operations add and del constructed below, arbitrary complex tree structures can be
constructed.
e parameter n : N denotes the number of the last constructed node; initially it is set as 1. e next natural
number Suc(n) is for the next node to be constructed in the tree.
In the construction of the operations, the parameter n : N determines the current scope of the operations. For
a number grater than n (outside of the current scope), the nodes (that could have such numbers) are still not
constructed, so that the reference to them does not have the intended meaning. Let A denote (N → N ), and B
denote (N ;N ′;A;A′;A′′). Two operation are constructed to modify a tree; add and del both of type B → B. For
input (n;o; nodein ; fatherin ; leafin) they return output (k ;o; nodeout ; fatherout ; leafout ).
Operation add adds a node to the tree. e new node is given number (n + 1) and its father is an already
existing node o. Operation del removes node o if it is a leaf.
e following pseudo-code describes the operations.
Operation add :
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(1) if (GreaterN (o;n)) + EqualN (nodein(o); 2)) is true, i.e. o : N is either outside of the current scope or it is
a deleted node
then do nothing;
else
(a) Construct a new node Suc(n) to be a child of the node o. at is, node(Suc(n)) becomes 1, i.e.
ChanдeN (Suc(n); 1; nodein)
(b) fatherin(Suc(n)) becomes o, i.e. ChanдeN (Suc(n);o; fatherin)
(c) leafin(Suc(n)) becomes 1, i.e. ChanдeN (Suc(n); 1; leafin) denoted by leafin1
(d) if EqualsN (leafin1 (o); 1), i.e. o was a leaf in the tree
then
• leafin1 (o) becomes 2, i.e. ChanдeN (o; 2; leafin1 )
else do nothing.
Note that the phrase ’do nothing’ corresponds to the operation idB : B → B such that idB (b) is b for all b : B.
e constructor if-then-else must be a new primitive. It needs a condition, and two operations. Formally, it is
introduced in the next subsection.
e rst informal condition of add is (GreaterN (o;n)) + EqualN (nodein(o); 2)). However, o, n, and nodein
are parameters here. So that there is relation, denoted by S11, of type (N ;N ′; (N → N )) → Prop such that
S11(o;n; nodein) corresponds to this informal condition.
To construct S11, the relation R11 is needed that is shown in Fig. 12. It is of type (N ;N ′; (N → N );N ′′) → Prop
where the socket N corresponds to n, the socketN ′ to o, the socket (N → N ) to nodein , and the socket N ′′ to 2.
e relation R11(∗; ∗, ∗; 2) is of type (N ;N ′; (N → N )) → Prop, and it is the required condition S11.
e second informal condition of add is EqualsN (leafin(o); 1). In Fig. 13, relation R12 is constructed. It is of
type (N ′; (N → N );N ′′) → Prop, where socket N ′ corresponds to o, socket (N → N ) to leafin , and socket N ′′
to 1. e relation R12(∗; ∗; 1) of type (N ′; (N → N )) → Prop, is the required relation S12 such that S12(o; leafin)
corresponds to the second informal condition.
Operation del :
(1) if the condition (GreaterN (o;n) + EqualN (nodein(o); 2) + ¬EqualN (leafin(o); 1) + EqualN (o; 1)), is true,
i.e. either o is outside of the scope, or o is a removed node, or o is not a leaf, or o is the root of the tree,
then do nothing
else
(a) node(o) becomes 2, i.e. ChanдeN (o; 2; nodein)
(b) leaf(o) becomes 3, i.e. ChanдeN (o; 3; leafin) is denoted by leafin1
(c) if node o is the only child of its father, i.e. for all i : N such that i is not greater than n, either i is not
a node, i.e. ¬EqualN (nodein(i); 1), or (EqualN (o; i) + ¬EqualN (fatherin(i); fatherin(o))), i.e. either
the nodes o and i are the same, or they have dierent fathers
then
• leafin1 (fatherin(o)) becomes 1, i.e. ChanдeN (fatherin(o); 1; leafin1 )
else do nothing
e rst informal condition indel is (GreaterN (o;n)+EqualN (nodein(o); 2)+¬EqualN (leafin(o); 1)+EqualN (o; 1)).
In order to construct the relation (denoted by S21) that corresponds to this condition, the auxiliary relation R21
is constructed in Fig. 13. It is of type (N ;N ′; (N → N ); (N → N );N ′′;N ′′′;N ′′′′) → Prop, where socket N
corresponds to n, socket N ′ to o, the rst socket (N → N ) to nodein , the second socket (N → N ) to leafin ,
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Fig. 12. From the le, relations R11, and R22
Fig. 13. Relation R21 and relation R12
socket N ′′ to 2, socket N ′′′ to the rst 1, and socket N ′′′′ to the second 1. e relation R21(∗; ∗; ∗; ∗; 2; 1; 1) of type
(N ;N ′; (N → N ); (N → N )) → Prop, is the required condition S21.
For the second informal condition ofdel , and the corresponding operation (denoted by S22), the auxiliary operation
R22 is constructed in Fig. 12. It is of type ((N → N );N ′;N ′′; (N → N );N ′′′) → Prop, where the rst socket
(N → N ) corresponds to fatherin , socket N ′ to o, socket N ′′ to i , the second socket (N → N ) to node, and socket
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N ′′′ to 1. So that R22(fatherin ;o; i; node; 1)) corresponds to (EqualN (o; i)+¬EqualN (fatherin(i); fatherin(o))+
¬EqualN (nodein(i); 1)) denoted by S(father;o; node; i).
By currying (applied to the socket N ′′ of R22 corresponding to i) we get operation Rc22 of type
((N → N );N ′; (N → N );N ′′′) → (N ′′→ Prop).
Now we are going to use operation L× : ((N ′′→ Prop);N ′′′′) → (N ′′′′′→ Prop), see the previous section. Note
that the socket (N ′′→ Prop) of L× is of the same type as the plug of Rc22. So that apply amorphous composition
to these two operations by making the connection between plug and the socket. e resulting operation denoted
by O is of type ((N → N );N ′; (N → N );N ′′′;N ′′′′) → (N ′′′′′ → Prop) such that O(father;o; node; 1;n)(1)
corresponds to (S(father;o; node; 1) × S(father;o; node; 2) × ... × S(father;o; node;n)).
By applying uncurrying to the sub-socket N ′′′′′ of the plug of operation O , we get operation Oc of type
((N → N );N ′; (N → N );N ′′′;N ′′′′;N ′′′′′) → Prop, such that Oc (∗; ∗; ∗; 1; ∗; 1) is the required condition S22.
Fig. 14. Operation if then else(B,C,D)(R; t ; f ), and the amorphous composition of if then else(B,C,D)(R1; t1; f1) and
if then else(D,E,A)(R2; t2; f2)
10.1 Primitive operation if then else
e if-then-else, used to describe the operations add and del , can not be constructed using the primitives
introduced by now. It needs two operations t : B → C and f : B → D, and a relation R : B → Prop. For any b : B,
it returns either t(b) (if R(b) is true) or f (b) otherwise (else).
Let the primitive operation be denoted by if then else(B,C,D). It is of type ((B → Prop); (B → C); (B →
D)) → (B → (C | |D)). e type constructor | |, i.e. exclusive disjunction, was introduced in Section 5.1.
Application of the new primitive operation if then else(B,C,D) to relation R, and two operations t and f ,
i.e. if then else(B,C,D)(R; t ; f ) results in the operation of type B → (C | |D), see Fig. 14. at is, for any b : B,
if then else(B,C,D)(R; t ; f )(b) is either t(b) if R(b ′) is true, or f (b) otherwise. Object b ′ is a copy of b.
If f (or t ) is idB , then it means do nothing, i.e. return the input as the output.
Amorphous composition of operation if then else(B,C,D)(R1; t1; f1) of type B → (C | |D) and operation
if then else(D,E,A)(R2; t2; f2) of type D → (E | |A) is shown in Fig. 14. e resulting operation is of type
B → (C | |(E | |A)).
A hardware interpretation of the new primitive operation requires a generic operation to evaluate conditions
in their disjunctive normal form.
10.2 Constructions of add and del
Recall that B denotes (N ;N ′;A;A′;A′′) where A denotes (N → N ). Type N corresponds the construction
parameter n. Type N ′ corresponds either to the father of the new node to be added, or to the node to be deleted.
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Type A corresponds to operation node. Type A′ corresponds to operation father. Type A′′ corresponds to
operation leaf.
e operations add and del are supposed to be of type B → ((B | |B)| |B). Since the relations for the conditions
of add and del have been already constructed, only the corresponding operations t and f are to be constructed.
By introducing dumb sockets, corresponding to irrelevant parameters, the relations become of type B → Prop,
whereas the operations t and f are of type B → B.
Fig. 15. On the le, operation f11 used to construction of add . On the right, operation t12 used to construction of add
Fig. 16. On the le, operation f21 used to construction of del . On the right, operation t22 used to construction of del
e operation add is constructed as the amorphous composition of operation if then else(B,B,B)(S11; idB ; f11) of
type B → (B′ | |B′′), and operation if then else(B,B,B)(S12; t12; idB ) of type B′′→ (B′′′ | |B′′′′). e composition is
done by connecting the plug B′′ (corresponding to f11) of the rst operation to the socket of the second operation.
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e relations S11 and S12 have been already constructed whereas the operations f11 and t12 are constructed in Fig.
15.
e operation del is constructed as the amorphous composition of operation if then else(B,B,B)(S21; idB ; f21) of
type B → (B′ | |B′′), and operation if then else(B,B,B)(S22; t22; idB ) of type B′′→ (B′′′ | |B′′′′). e composition is
done by connecting the plug B′′ (corresponding to f21) of the rst operation to the socket of the second operation.
e relations S21 and S22 have been already constructed whereas the operations f21 and t22 are constructed in Fig.
16.
Note that the operations add and del are of type B → ((B | |B)| |B). Since the output consists of mutually disjoint
plugs of the same type B, it seems that the plugs may be merged into one plug of type B, if it is needed. en,
the modied versions of add and del are operations of type B → B. However, then a special primitive type
constructor should be introduced for merging type of the form B | |B into type B.
Let us summarize the programming example. Once the operations add and del are constructed, they may be
used to modify a tree data structure consisting of node, father, leaf, and the parameter n : N determining
the current scope of the structure. is is done just by application of the operations add and del to an already
existing tree structure. Perhaps it may be seen as an example of the pure function-level programming postulated
by John Backus in his famous 1977 ACM Turing Award Lecture [3].
Is this style of programming easy? Since it is dierent from imperative and functional (based on term rewriting)
programming, it may be quite hard for classical programmers.
Note that the main part of the proposed programming style is in construction of functionals and relations.
Once it has been done, the programming is easy. A program consists of applications and compositions of the
functionals and the relations. e hardware interpretation suggests the compilation of the programs in tables of
elementary operations and relations with dynamic link congurations between them. It seems that this style
of programming is radically dierent from one corresponding to the von Neumann computer architecture, and
from the one corresponding to term rewriting and lazy evaluation.
11 CONCLUSION
e leitmotif of the paper was hardware interpretation (concrete grounding) of the introduced types, type
constructors, and primitive generic operations that can be used to construct higher order objects (functionals
and relations) in computing and programming. e constructions were merely described in an informal way.
is may be an inspiration for creation a formal and technical specication that may be useful for the design of
electronic circuits. Actually, the idea is extremely simple, and consists in the management of links between plugs
and sockets of elementary rst order functions collected in huge arrays. Higher order functionals are ecient
generic mechanisms for the management.
It seems that the proposed approach may be considered as the second order intuitionistic Arithmetics. Along
with the companion paper Continuum as a primitive type [2] (that follows the idea of Brouwer) the work may shed
some light on the grounding of the notion of functionals that is paramount for the Foundations of Mathematics.
Finally let me express my personal view: Professor Luitzen E. J. Brouwer was right and his intuitionism, when
properly grasped and elaborated, constitutes the ultimate Foundation of Mathematics.
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